
A special thank-you to members of AMA’s

Flight Support Team. Our community

partners recognize that AMA onsite events

bring thousands of visitors during the flying

season who spend dollars in our community.

Their generous donations help AMA continue

to host the many competition events held

annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and

support members of the Flight Support Team.
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Lou Scavone (L) and Chris Gay (R) mixing it up. Wayne McDaniel photo.



Tuesday’s competition in the Profile Class of CL Navy Carrier ran

non-stop for four hours as the contestants sought to take advantage of

the calm winds of the early morning. 

Another motivation was a continuing threat of rain from a variety of

forecasts and radar reports. Fortunately, the rain didn’t materialize in

any quantity, and the wind stayed nearly calm until well into the

afternoon. The favorable weather conditions made for some great flying

opportunities. 

For the first time in recent memory, all contestants who brought

models to fly, completed official flights.

Most of the models this year had been seen in previous Navy Carrier

Nationals events. Mike Potter’s MO-1 was one of the exceptions. Mike

traveled from Auburn, Washington, to compete this year. He and Burt

Brokaw (Tucson, Arizona) spent Monday evening getting Mike’s model

ready for competition on Tuesday. They seem to have gotten all the

bugs worked out with Mike making a full flight on his first attempt.

Pete Mazur (Sugar Grove, Illinois) won the event flying his original-

design Glenn Martin MO-1, and holds the lead for the Eugene Ely

Trophy for the outstanding Navy Carrier flier of the Nationals. 

Burt Brokaw is close behind Pete in overall score with his

Messerschmitt Bf-109T, and it should be a tight race as Class I and

Class II events are flown on Wednesday.

All the contestants appreciated the work of Event Director Everett

Shoemaker (New Bern, North Carolina) who kept the deck running

smoothly. Thanks go, too, to Ted Kraver (Phoenix, Arizona) who was

our Center Judge.

Though early registration numbers were up this year, we missed

many of the regulars because of unforeseen health, family, or work

issues. We hope they will all be back with us next year.

The unofficial Sportsman Profile Carrier event was held in

conjunction with the AMA Profile Carrier flying. The Navy Carrier

Society sponsors the Sportsman event each year for contestants who are

relatively new to the event. Jo Shoemaker (New Bern, North Carolina)

won with her Grumman Guardian.

—Dick Perry

Burt Brokaw’s
Bf-109 on final
approach to a
perfect arrested
landing.

CL Carrier:
Day 3

CL Carrier:
day 3
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Navy Carrier flying is
fun—honest! But it takes
intense concentration to

keep a model flying
steadily at less than 6 mph.

Photos by Dick Perry except as noted.
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Jo Shoemaker presents
her Grumman Guardian

for processing in the
Sportsman Profile

Carrier event. Everett
Shoemaker (Event
Director) and Art

Johnson make sure it
meets all the rules.

Burt Brokaw’s Bf-109T
from a pilot’s perspective
during slow flight.

Mike Potter and Burt Brokaw
work on the control system of
Mike’s MO-1 to prepare it
for the Tuesday competition.
Ted Kraver photo.

Bill Calkins’ Sea Vampire shows off the
control configuration that makes extreme
slow flight possible for Navy Carrier models.

Bill Calkins
applies some

“body
English” to

send Jo
Shoemaker’s
Guardian on

its way.
Kraver photo.
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Mike Potter’s
MO-1 lifting
off for a
successful
flight.

Hangar flying is the same with models as it is with full-
scale aviation. Dick Perry, Art Johnson, Pete Mazur share

“There I was” stories before processing. Kraver photo.

Pete Mazur starts his Grumman Guardian in
preparation for his winning flight. Bill Calkins
holding while officials Art Johnson, Everett
Shoemaker, and Jo Shoemaker look on.

Gary Hull puts his
Brewster through
its paces with a
slow flight speed
of 7.3 mph. Ted
Kraver is checking
his performance
as Center Judge.

Art Johnson’s
Guardian in

slow flight.



Cl racing: Day 3Cl racing: Day 3
Slow Rat 
Today’s racing started with the AMA event of Slow Rat.

This is the third year that the reduced .25 cubic-inch max

displacement engine has been mandated. Most teams

seem to have their equipment pretty well sorted out. 

The engine of choice is the GO Tech .25 conversion of

an RC car/boat engine. The engines are easy to get, not

too expensive, and put out a lot of power. Steve

Eichenberger ran the new O.S. ZX .25 car motor

conversion that seemed to have some good potential. New

to CL Racing, the team of Jim Bradley and Jim Demeritte

ran an AXE Rossi .25 conversion that also ran well.

In practice, Jim Gall was running some of the fastest

airspeeds we have seen in this event at around 14.5

seconds with his GO 6 port .25 engine. 

Races were run two-up with some very quick final

times. Jim Gall/Les Akre ran a sub record 2:57 but with

fouls wound up with second-best preliminary time of

3:04.92. Tim Stone/Bob Oge set a new preliminary record

of 3:02.92 with Eichenberger/Johnson in third with a 3:19.

Two final 140-lap races were run. Final standings were

Jim Gall with a sub record 6:07 that was essentially a

one-up race due to Bob Oges’ mechanical problems.

Stone/Oge came in second with 6:56.35 followed by

Steve Eichenberger with 7:04.

Texas Quickie Rat
Historically, this event always draws the most entries

with the closest racing times. This year was no exception.

The motor of choice was again the K&B 4011/8011

modified by Vic Garner, John McCollum, and Bob Oge.

Seven teams entered running two-up prelims due to a lack

of manpower. 

Les Akre/Andrew Robinson posted the fast time of

3:07 followed by Stone/Oge (3:12) and Bill Lee/Charlie

Johnson (3:14). The three-up final was a really fine race

with all quick pits and close airspeed. Bill Lee was

slowed down by a deteriorating connecting rod. In the end

it was Akre/Robinson with a great 6:23; Stone/Oge 6:43;

and Lee/Johnson 7:11.

—Tim Stone
Photos by Tim Stone.
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Slow Rat winners.
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Texas Quickie Rat Final Race.

Texas Quickie Rat winners.
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Jim Galls' quick Slow Rat.

Bill Lee's Texas Quickie Rat.

Tim Stone & Charlie
Johnson in Slow Rat.
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Bob Krug and his wife,
Glorya, heeded the old

sage, “go west young
man, go west” for his

third-place finish in
Intermediate.
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The same day the Beginner’s

event ran, Event Director Bob Brookins’

crew was taking on the Intermediate pilots

on the adjacent circle. Weekdays have

slimmed the ranks due to travel problems

with Saturday and Sunday competitors.

Nine pilots took to the skies to vie for the

AMA Nats Control Line Precision

Aerobatics (CLPA) Intermediate

Championship.

The winners in order of finish were: 1)

Larry Fruits, 430.5; 2) Vince Bodde, 400.

3) Bob Krug, 387.5; 4) Rob Young, 377.5;

5) Alan Buck, 372.0; 6) Dennis Moritz,

366.5; 7) Mike Paris (Junior), 364.5; 8)

Ken Armish, 364.0; 9) Don Sopka, 356.5. 

As you can see, no one was out of the

hunt until the last flight was logged in.

Bob Brookins’ crew consisted of:

Tabulators: Karyn Urtnowski and Elaine

Brookins; Weightmaster: Joe Peters; Pit

Bosses: Linda Gleason and Shelly Gordon;

Pull Tester: Kent Tysor; Judges: John

Brodak and Dale Gleason; Runner: Edie

Oliver; plus Score Sheet Poster and

Photographer Buzz Brodak.

All awards were sponsored by Brodak

Manufacturing. Mike Paris, son of John

Paris, was selected as the recipient of the

Best Brodak Kit and Pilots’ Choice. Bob

Brookins’ workers are ready to serve you

at the Nats in 2011. Check the Nats

schedule on the AMA Web site or the

various forums dedicated to Control Line

Stunt.

—Alan Brickhaus

Dale Gleason and
John Brodak spent
the time in the sun

judging the
Intermediate event.

Ken Armish is the other half of the “Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid” duo with

Alan Buck. Ken took eighth in
Intermediate.

Photos by
Allen

Brickhaus.



Larry Fruits is our
2010 AMA

Intermediate Control
Line champion. He

hails from Plymouth,
Indiana.

Vince Bodde is a
Michigan State
Spartan fan. He and
his father traveled
south for him to place
second in Intermediate.

Don Sopka of
Ohio finished out
with a ninth-place
in Intermediate
AMA CLPA Nats.

Alan Buck is our
fifth-place pilot
and loves the good
life in central
Pennsylvania.

Dennis Moritz is a
Philly Flyer and is a
consummate writer,

publisher, and
producer of off-

Broadway plays.
Dennis took sixth in

Intermediate.

Rob Young of Columbus,
Ohio, placed fourth. If

you visit Columbus, please
take in the Schmitt

Sausage and Fudge
House. This great

German-styled restaurant
is east of I-71 and south

of I-70.
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Jim Aron’s
Systrema is one
glossy model.
The model
has that
permanent
“wet” look.
Jim’s
Systrema
was given a
full 20 points
and one of the
only Stunt models
to be assigned
that high
number.

Here is
another
view of this
gorgeous
Control
Line Stunt
model. Jim
Aron is
surely proud of
his efforts and
his accomplishment.
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Linda Gleason and Shelly Gordon were the
Pit Bosses for Intermediate.

Mike Paris kept his reputation high with this
young fliers’ first entry into Intermediate and a

seventh place. He was the 2009 JR/SN Beginner
winner. His Brodak Profile Cardinal kit won him

the Best Brodak Kit Award and Pilots’ Choice.

Roughly 65 beautiful
models graced the floor

of the Oneighty Building
during the Appearance

Points on Tuesday
afternoon, July 13.

Joe Peters was
the

Weightmaster for
Intermediate and

the upcoming
Old Time Stunt

and Classic
events on

Tuesday. Joe is
weighing in

Roger Wildman’s
new Caprice.



Left to right:
Winners first place,

Lou Scavone;
second place, Brad

La Pointe; and
third place, Don

Mc Kay.

Cl Combat: Day 3CL Combat: Day 3
The first event of this years’ Nats is F2D. Morning started

out a little dreary, just a little rain in the area, but we got

started on time. Equipment being used was store-bought

airplanes from Russia or the Ukraine. Phil Cartier, Don Mc

Kay, and Jeff Rein were flying foamies. Engines of choice

were Fora’s. 

Had a new Combat Flier show up that I had never meant,

his name is John Gibson, he is out of Charlotte, North

Carolina. The reason that I mention this is that we need new

blood to keep Combat going.

The best match of the day was between Lou Scavone and

Jeff Rein. It was a real barn burner. 

Everybody had a good time. I want to thank Lou Scavone

for supplying the streamers. He had made them up for the

Team Trials in Detroit, Michigan.

Tomorrow is Speed Limit Combat. I think it will have the

most entries.

—Wayne McDaniel

A group
shot of CL
Combat
competitors.
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Photos by Wayne McDaniel.



Top Left
Brad LaPointe (L) and Phil Cartier (R)
preparing to judge a match.

Top Right
Don McKay (L) and Phil Cartier (R)
getting ready to fly Combat.

Above
Left to right: Larry Scarinzi and Chris
Gay and John Gibson.

Right
Jeff Rein (L) and Brad LaPointe (R)
getting ready for a match. 
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until

tabulation is confirmed.
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Day 2 is in the books and though there were many times where it looked like the weather was going to be a problem, we ended up

finishing both SSC and Open B. 

After the first day it looked like we could have a close race for first place. But after a few rounds that was history with Brian

Gilkey taking the lead in SSC Combat. His last two rounds were for over 1000 points. One thing that I notice with both Brian and

Eric is how well their planes fly. They seem to always get up on time giving them the greatest chance for cuts. 

In second place right at 500 points behind Brian was William Drumm III.

William had a great finish with three out of four rounds being over 400 points. He

ended up with a score of 3076. 

Coming in at third place was Eric Gilkey with 2984 points. Mark

Schofield came in fourth place even with two low scores from the day

before. Bill Geipel rounds out the trophies with a fifth-place finish.

After lunch we went on to Open B, which still had five rounds to

complete. After Day 1 this was a very close scoring event. But just

like the last few years Brian once again ran away with the scoring

with the highest round for Open B. 

William Drumm III came in at second place almost 600 points

behind Brian. Eric Gilkey came in at third place just 28 points

behind William. Eric was hurt from the day before getting a zero

for round 4. 

Nick Windsor from south Florida came in at fourth place

with a score of 2372. One of the biggest surprises was the

great flying of Bob Loescher, the RCCA president, who came in at

fifth place with a score of 2284.

We will be starting early in the morning Wednesday with 2548

Scale Combat. This is a great event for those wanting to see classic

WW II combat. I got a chance during the tech inspections to see some

of the planes that will be flown. There was a wide variety of planes in

many different color schemes. 

Later in the day we will be flying limited B. We should be flying later

into the day to try to get ahead for Thursday when we will be finishing up

the Nats. If you want to check it out, please come out early and see the action. 

—Don Grissom

Photos by Don Grissom and Bob Loescher

RC Combat

Bill Geipel does
not have eyes

behind his
head, just
on top.
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Jill is taking a rest after her hard work keeping all
the scores for the event.

Sean Rupp works
really hard besides
flying he is line
judge for SSC.

Above: Sean Rupp works really hard besides flying he is line judge for SSC.

Left: NatsNews reporter Don Grissom deserves a thank you, guys! 
—NatsNews staff

We were Combating in the Rain ...
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RC PylonRC Pylon
The 2010 Pylon Nats started right on time at 8:00 Tuesday

morning. Our “A” matrix pilots were off and running, flying

many exciting heats. The “B” matrix racers started at 1:30,

and both groups were finished before 6. 

Gary Freeman Jr., this year’s Contest Director cracked the

whip to keep a short interval between heats, and we made it

through an unheard of 14 rounds in one day! Everyone was

racing strategically to be in their matrix’s top 14 by the last

round. The lucky ones then advanced to the final matrix where

six more rounds will determine the winners of Quickie 500. 

Many pilots were at the field bright and early this morning

(Wednesday) to get their airplanes and engines fine-tuned for

today’s finals. The top 14 points winners, plus two “wild

cards” (contestants with the fastest times who did not place in

points) from each matrix, were compiled into a 32 pilot matrix

for finals today. 

We are scheduled to fly six rounds with eight heats per

round, and should have some great racing. Today’s weather is

supposed to be sunny, reaching 90 degrees, which will make

for another hot sticky day, especially for our fantastic course

workers.

Everyone is watching perennial favorites today. Gino

DelPonte (back from a year overseas) is flying very well, as is

his dad Mike (who set yesterday’s fast time with a 1:07.45). 

Other pilots to watch are Jim Allen, Roy Andrassy

(Canada), Gabriel Tahhan and (Venezuela), who all placed

high in yesterday’s racing. 

I am very happy to say that all three members of our B&B

Hobbies racing team have made it to the final rounds and we

are looking forward to being in and watching some great races

today.

—Matt and Alexandria Russell

Photos by the authors and Jacob Ramsey except as noted



Above: The father/daughter team of Matt and Alexandria Russell
have offered to report on RC Pylon for the NatsNews. Michael
Ramsey photo.
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